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Abstract. In the paper the time costs of several parallel computation structures are 
analyzed. These analyses are based on the assumptions that the processes communicate 
implicitly via the shared memory and that a locking mechanism is imposed on the access to 
shared variables. In previous work. an approach to estimating a set of special parallel 
computation structures has been developed. In this paper, we expand this approach and 
propose a new technique for covering more general parallel computation structures. 
1. Introduction 
Time cost is a very important factor in determining the performance of either 
parallel or sequential software. However, for a parallel computation (the tenn "parallel 
computation" is, used when we talk about the code level rather than the system level 
[1,2], it is more difficult to evaluate the time cost than that of a sequential computation. 
The reasons for this are two-fold. First, a parallel computation structure is more 
complicated than a sequential one since a parane1 structure con stains more than one 
paths executed at the same time. Second, parallel computations require additional 
communication between different processes, which may not be present in a sequential 
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computation. Traditionally. there are two mechanisms used for the communication of a 
parallel compution: shared memory for implicit communication and message passing for 
explicit communication. Our major goal is to evaluate the time cost of a parallel 
computation using the shared memory mechanism for communication. 
OUf approach is based on the computation structure model [1], that can model the 
detailed time cost of a sequential or paranel computation [3,4]. Since the model can not 
represent the communication behavior in a parallel computation, two new types of 
nodes, a lock node and an unlock node, are added to the computation structure model [5]. 
The lock node is used to obtain locks on shared data and the unlock node is used to 
release locks. The purpose of the locks is to control access to the shared message areas 
so that a read (write) does not occur until a write (read) has completed. Based on this 
modified model, the time costs of a set of special cases of parallel computation 
structures are derived [1,2,6]. In this paper, we expand our investigation to evaluate 
analytically the time cost of a given parallel structure when some or all parallel branches 
have two conflicting communication nodes. We assume that is not possible for the 
second communication node to proceed before finish executing the first communication 
nodes in all branches. 
As the number of communication nodes in each branch increases beyond the stated 
limit. the analytical approach becomes extremely difficult and should be guided by 
simulation [7,8]. In our approach, we assume that the system is dedicated to execute the 
given paraUel structure. 
This paper is organized into three sections and a conclusion. In section 2. we 
review some background infonnation and two parallel computation structures [6] that are 
used as a basis of our work in this paper. In Section 3, four cases of parallel 
computation structures are discussed and the time costs of these structures are derived. In 
Section 4, an example is used Lo illustrate the analysis of time cost for a real 
application. Finally, a short conclusion is given in Section 5. 
2. Background Information 
2.1. Communication Model 
A computation structure model consists of two directed graphs, a control flow 
graph and a dataflow graph The control flow graph shows the order of operations in a 
computation while the data flow graph shows the relationship between operations and 
data. 
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A control now graph contains a stan node, an end node, operation nodes, 
decision nodes, or nodes, fork nodes, and join nodes. The start and end nodes indicate 
the beginning and end of a computation, respectively. An operation node represents an 
operation to be performed in a computation. A decision node is used at a branch point to 
check conditions. An or node serves as a junction point to merge different branches 
together. It works as the logic or except only one signal at most is expected to cross the 
or node at a given time. A fork node splits the execution path into a number of parallel 
execution paths [9]. A join node merges parallel execution paths into a single execution 
path. A computation is sequential if it does not contain any fork or join nodes, 
otherwise, it is parallel. In a computation model, it is assumed that there is an 
activation signa1. A computation begins when an activation signal enters the start node. 
When a signal enters an operation node. the operation specificed by the node is 
performed and the signal then leaves the node. When a signal arrives at a decision node, 
the decision node checks some conditions and the signal leaves the node from one of its 
outgoing edges depending on the result of the checking. When a signal arrives at an or 
node (only one signal will arrive to the or node at a given time) from one of its 
incoming edges, the signal immediately leaves the node from its outgoing edge. When a 
signal reaches a fork node, the fork node creates parallel execution paths and an 
activation signal is put on each parallel path and all the branches start executing their 
operations simultaneously [1]. When a join node receives signals from all of its 
incoming edges, an activation signal is created and the signal, leaves the join node from 
its an activation signal finaUy arrives at the end node, the execution terminates. 
A data flow graph contains operation nodes and data nodes. An edge goes from a 
data node to an operation node if the corresponding data item is the input to the 
operation. Similarly, an edge goes from an operation node to a data node if the 
corresponding data item is the output to the operation. 
The time cost of a computation is defined as follows. Each node in the control 
graph is associated wlth a time cost which is equal to the time that is required to 
perfonn the operations specified by the node (we have found that the execution time of 
an or node is very small and can be ignored [1]. When a node with time cost C receives 
all of the required activation signals. the execution of the specified operations are started 
and after C amount of time, activation signals leave the node. The time cost of a 
computation is then defined as the time for an activation signal to travel from the start 
node to the end node. Based on this model. analytic techniques have been developed to 
derive time costs of both sequential and parallel computations [3,4], 
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To model communication, a locking technique [5] is added to the computation 
structure model {t] to manipulate the accesses to shared data. It is assumed that each 
shared data item is associated with two locks. a read lock and a write lock. To read a 
shared data item, a read lock must be obtained on that shared data item. Similarly, 
a write lock on a shared data item is required if a write operation is to be perfonned. 
Several operations perfonned in parallel can read a shared data item at the same time. 
However, no other read or write lock on shared data item is granted if a write lock on 
that shared data item is being held. 
To include data access control into the computation structure model. two new 
types of nodes, a lock node and an unlock node, are added to the model. The lock node is 
used to obtain locks on shared data and the unlock node is used to release locks. Each 
lock and unlock has an incoming edge and an outgoing edge associated with it in the 
control flow graph. A lock node is required to obtain a read lock on a data item X. if X 
is an input to the lock node in the data flow graph. Similarly. a lock node is required to 
obtain a write lock on X, if X is an output from the lock node in the data flow graph. If 
X is connected with an unlock node in the data flow graph, the unlock node can release a 
read or write lock on X, depending on whether X is an input or output of the unlock 
node. In Fig. 1. the lock node is required to obtain read locks on X and Z. and write lock 
on Y. The fonns of lock and unlock nodes are consistent with the forms of other nodes 
in the computation structure model. 
Control flow Data flow 
Fig. 1. Lock and unlock nodes 
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It is assumed that a lock node obtains its required locks at the same time. If a lock 
node cannot obtain all of the required locks. it is put into a lock waiting queue. The 
waiting lock nodes are checked in the order of their arrivals to see if their requests can be 
satisfied. Once all of the requests of a lock node are satisfied. the lock node is removed 
from the queue and is allowed to access the critical section without any interruption (Le. 
non pre-emptive). 
The time cost derived from the modified computation structure model is defined as 
the time for an activation signal to travel from the start node to the end node. When an 
activation signal enters an unlock node, the unlock node starts to release locks. The 
signal then leaves the node after all of the requested locks have been released. The time 
cost of an unlock node is equal to the time to release the requested locks. When an 
activation signal enters a lock node. the lock node must wait for the required locks. 
When a1l of the locks on required data are available. the lock node manipulates these 
locks. After all the required locks are obtained, the activation signal leaves the lock 
node. The time cost of a lock node is equal to the sum of the time to wait for the 
required locks and the time to manipulate the locks. The time cost of an unlock node and 
the amount of time a lock node manipulates locks can also be easily determined. 
Generally, they depend on the number of locks to be obtained or released. and the type of 
locks to be manipulated (whether read or write locks). The time cost of a lock node, 
however, is very difficult to analyze. This occurs since the waiting time cost of a lock 
node depends on other lock nodes in the computation. 
To provide a framework of the discussion of this paper. we must introduce some 
basic terms and definitions. Given a lock node lock; define its write lock set,W(locki ). 
as the set of data on which lock; requires write locks; and define its read lock set, 
ROockj ), as the set of data on which locki requires read locks. This leads to the 
following definitions: 
Definition 1: Two lock nodes. lock. and Lock. , are in conflict if the following 
, J 
condition is satisfied: 
W( lock i) nw( lock j) VW( lock i) nRC lock j ) VR( lock i ) nw( lock j ) ~ () 
Definition 2: Two lock nodes are in parallel if they are in different paths of a 
parallel structure. 
Definition 3: Two Jock nodes are in independent of each other if they are not in 
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contlict; or if they are in conflict, but not in parane1. 
Given the modeJ defined so far, there are some uncertainties that may occur. 
Specifically, when more than one lock node in paraJleJ requires conflict locks on a 
shared data item (i.e., read and write locks, or write and write locks). Consider the 
parallel structure in Fig. 2. 
locH 
Data flow 
Control flow 
Fig. 2. Lock conflict condition 
A conflict occurs in the paralJel structure since lockland lock2 both require 
write locks on X at the same time. When this occurs, it is assumed that the computer 
system will arbitrarily choose one lock node to obtain its required locks first. The 
probability a lock node to obtain its required locks is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed. If any uncertainty occurs, the average time cost is used as the time cost of 
the computation. 
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We assume that all communications nodes of any parallel structure considered in 
this paper are in conflict. We do not use a specific scheduling policy or give different 
branches. Instead, we try all possible orderings of parallel branches, evaluate the 
execution time cost of each case, and then take the average of the results. 
2.2. Previous Work 
Based on the communication model defined, the analyses of a set of special cases 
of parallel computation structures are estimate [2,6]. All these parallel structures have 
lock-conflict conditions and have one lock node in each path. Two parallel structures are 
discussed as the starting point for the work presented in this paper. 
2.2.1. Basic parallel computation structure 1 
The basic parallel computation structure, taken from [6], is shown in Fig. 3. The 
time cost for this structure is computed as follows. First, assume that all of the 0Pil 
nodes have the same time costs; any two lock nodes are in conflict; and a lock node is 
independent of any lock outside the parallel structure. Now let: 
time rost of OPd =Cl1, 
time mst of OPl2 = Cl l ; 
time mst of lock i1 = CLl;, 
time rost of unlock II = CUll, 
tlme mst of fork = CF, 
time cost of join:;::: CJ, 
then, the time cost of this paranel structure is equal to ; 
"' { J } TC=CF+ :! >I< 61~rSn Cl,}+~(CLl,*+C2d+CU11k)+C3'J +CJ 
where (i 1 ' i2' ... , in) is the i'th permutation of (1,2, ... , n ). 
(1) 
Since all of the 0Pil nodes have the same time costs, the locki] nodes will 
request the lock at the same time. Based on our assumptions, the probability of 
selecting a lock node when uncertainties occur is uniformly distributed. Since we are 
interested in estimating the expected time cost of parallel structures, we must consider 
all possible orders of focki] nodes to obtain locks. The n! in equation (1) is the total 
number of the possible permutations of the n lock nodes. Expression (2) within the max 
condition i~ the time co~t of a specific path with the summation representing the 
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waiting time for the lock node to obtain the locks. 
J 
C 1 rj+ LreLl ik+C2 if;.:+CUJ ,k) +C3 ij 
hi 
(2) 
unlockll unlockil I unlocknl 
Fig.3.Parallel structure of Opil 
2.2.2. Basic parallel computation structure 2 
This parallel structure given in Fig. 3 has all of the properties of parallel 
structure 1, except tt1at the time costs of all 0Pil nodes are different. Without loss of 
generality, assume that C J 1 < ... < eli < ... C 1 n . Then, the time cost of this second 
parallel structure. as given in [2]. is equal to : 
(3) 
Since all of the 0Pil nodes have different time costs, the locki I nodes will request 
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locks in a fixed order, i.e., lock]] obtains the lock first, then [ock2J. and so on. The 
expression within the max condition is the time cost of a specific path with the 
summation representing the waiting time for the lock node to obtain the locks. 
3. Time Cost Analysis of Parallel computations 
In [2,6], time analyses of a set of special paranel structures were presented. Since all of 
the parallel structures that were discussed only contain one lock node in each path, we 
want to investigate more general parallel structures which contain more than one lock 
nodes in some paths. In this section, we propose and discuss the time cost analyses of 
four parallel structures. We begin by presenting a simple example that demonstrates our 
approach. Then, for each of the proposed structures we present a brief intuitive 
explanation, a theorem and a proof. All of these strurctures consist of one or more paths 
containing two lock nodes, and we assume that any two lock nodes are in conflict and a 
lock node is independent of any lock node outside the parallel structure. In order to 
analyze a general parallel structure, we do the analysis of a prallet structure with one 
path containing two lock nodes first. Then we continue to analyze structure with two, 
and m paths containing two lock nodes. 
Section parallel computation structure 1 is the analysis of a parallel structure with 
a path containing two lock nodes. Section parallel computation structure2 is the 
analysis of a parallel structure with two path containing two Jock nodes. Section parallel 
computation structure3 presents our general analysis of a parallel structure with m paths 
containing two lock locks. Section parallel computation structure4 present the analysis 
of a general parallel structure with different assumptions. 
3.1. Our Approach 
We hegin by considering the paranel computation structure given in Fig. 4. In 
this structure, there are two paths executed in parallel with one path containing one lock 
and one path containing two locks. 
In order to e~timate the time cost of this computation, we must consider following 
cases: 
* Case 1: Assume lock2J conflicts with lockJ1 and does not conflict with lockJ2 • 
and OP]] and oP2] have the same time costs. Based on these assumptions, this 
structure can be reduced to the basic parallel structure 1 in Figure 3, since lock2] 
does not conflict with lock 12 . Let op 13 ' be equal to op 13 + lock 12 + op 14 
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+unlock12 + op 15. then by applying equation (1), the time cost of this case is 
(4) 
Case 2: Assume lock21 conflicts with lockn and does not conflict with lockll ' 
and op 11 and oP21 have the same time costs. This case is similar to case 1. and 
can also be reduced to the basic parallel structure 1 in Figure 3. Let op 11 • be 
equal to op 11 + lock 11 + op 12 + unlock lJ + op 13 • then by applying equation 
0). we can get the same time cost as equation (4). 
Fig.4. An example of parallel computation 
Case 3: Assume lock] I conflicts with lock12 and does not 
conflict with 10ck21, and op 11 and op2] have the same time costs. In this case, two 
execution paths are independent of each other, since 10ck21 does not conflict with either 
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lock11 or lock12 . So the time cost of this case equal to : 
* 
TC ::;;::; CF+ max (CII +CLl, +C2j +CUl j +C31 +CL2j +C4, + 
CUll +C5] ,CIl + CLl2+ C22 + CUI2 + C32 }+CJ. 
Case 4: Assume lock 1 I ' lock 12 and lock2 I are in conflict with each other and 
op 11 and oP2 J have the same time costs. In this case, we must consider two 
possible situations: 
a) lock2l otains the lock first. 
In this situation, lock, I must wait until lock2 ] releases the lock, 
before 1t can obtain the lock, so the time cost is equal to : 
TC :;;;;: CF + max ( C 12 + CLIZ + C22 + CU 12 + CLl, + C2 J + CUI] + C3 1 + CL2 I + C4 
J + CU2 J + C5 ), Cl2 + CLl2 + C22 +CU12 +C32 ) + Cl 
b. lock I I obtains the lock first. 
In this situation, lock2 I must wait until lock 11 releases the lock, 
before it can obtain the lock and lock 12 must wait for lock2 I to 
release the lock, so the time cost is equal to : 
TC:;;;;:max(CII+CLlI+C2I+CUll + max {C3}, CLJ2+C22+CUI2 }+CL2 j + 
C4] +CU2j +C5j, CI2 + CLl I + ell + CUll + CL1 l + C22 + CUl2 + e32 } . 
From the analysis of previous example. we find that some cases can be reduced to 
the basic parallel structure 1 in Section 2, while other cases are more complicated 
due to the conflicts between lock nodes. In the following sections, we focus on the 
cases that all lock nodes are in conflict, since these cases cannot be reduced to the 
basic parallel structures in Section 2 and we need to derive a new technique to do the 
time analysis for these cases. 
3.2. Parallel Computation Structure 1 
In Fig. 5, we present the first parallel computation structure where only a single 
path contains two lock nodes. We assume that all of the 0Pil nodes have the same time 
costs, any two lock nodes are in conflict, and a lock node is independent of any lock 
node outside of the parallel structure. For those paths containing one lock node, the time 
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cost can be derived by using equation (2), For the paths contain two lock nodes, since 
the second lock node must wait for all of the first lock nodes to release the locks, then it 
can obtain the lock, the time cost of these paths will contain the time costs of two lock 
nodes and the waiting time of the second lock. This leads to our first theorem. 
Theorem 1: Suppose that we are given the parallel structure as shown in Fig. 5. 
Assume that all of the 0PiJ nodes have the same time costs and let: 
time cost of 0Pil = Cl i; 
time cost of 0Pi2 = e2i ; 
time cost of 0Pi3 = e3i ; 
time cost of locki 1 = CLl i: 
time cost of unlocku == CU 1 i; 
time cost of locka = CL2 i ; 
time cost of unlocki2 = CU2i : 
time cost of fork = CF; 
time cost of join = CJ; 
Fig. 5. Parallel computation structure I 
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Then, the time cost of this parallel structure is equal to : 
where e (i j ) = 
C 1 ij+ 2.1.= ,(CLI ik+ C2,k+ CUI ,t) +C3 I) ifij:;r! 1 
CI I}+ Ll= ,(CLl,k+ C2 ik + CUI id 
+max {C3,.LZ=J + J (CLl ik+ C2u + CUI ik») 
+(CL2,+C4,+CU2 J )+C5 j ifij=l 
and (i j. i2 • ... , in) is the i'th permutation of (1. 2 •...• n. ). 
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Proof: Suppose that the n lock nodes obtain locks in the order (i l' iZ, ...• in ), 
There are two possible cases to consider. 
* Case 1: The lock node lockij is in the path having only one lock node. In this 
case, estimating the Lime cost of this path is the same as that of equation (2). 
Since all of the DPi/ nodes have the same time costs and LockU . locki2 ' 
lockiJ .... [ockij -1 obtain locks before [ockij , the time cost of the parallel 
path containing (ocki) is: 
J 
Cl ij+ L. (CLl ik+ C2 ik+ CUI id +C3'j .. , 
* Case 2: The first lock node lockij is in path 1, which has two lock nodes. 
Since all of the 0PjJ nodes have the same time costs and locki I ' locki2 • lockiJ 
... , fockij obtain locks before lockij ,the time cost of the path containing 
lockij right after it releases the lock and right before reaches op 3 IS: 
I 
CI ij+ &, (CLl ik+ C2 jk+ CUI ik) 
Before path 1 can obtain the second lock, it must wait for all other first locks to 
be released, so the time cost from oP3 to oP5 is: 
max{C3 j +! (CLl/k+C2jk+CUJit)}+(CL2,+C4,+CU2/)+C5j' 
• .. -1+ J 
Therefore, the time cost of the path containing two lock nodes is : 
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) 
C J ,;+ ~I (CLl d. + C2 1k+ CU11~) + 
" 
max{C3, ,+ L (CLl,k+C2,l+CU1Il) }+( CL2 j +C4 j +CU2 j ) +C5 j • 
lr =J+ J 
End of proof 0 
3.3. Parallel Computation Structure 2 
In Fig. 6, we present the second paranel computation structure, where the two 
paths both contain two lock nodes. We assume that all of the oPI 1 nodes have the same 
time costs, op 13 and oP23 have the same time costs, any two lock nodes are in 
contlict, and a lock node is independent of any lock node outside the parallel structure. 
4 
For those paths containing one lock node, the time cost can be derived by using 
equation (2). For a path containing two lock nodes, since the second lock node must 
wait until all of the first lock nodes release locks. before it can obtain the lock, the time 
cost of this path will contain the time costs of two lock nodes and the waitmg time of 
the second lock. Since there are two paths containing two lock nodes, we must consider 
the possible pennutations of the second lock nodes. There are two possible order of the 
second lock nodes, lock 12 precedes lock22 or lock 12 follows lock22 . This leads us to 
the second theorem. 
Theorem 2: Suppose that we are given the parallel structure as shown in Fig. 
6. Assume that all of the 0Pil nodes have the time costs and op 13 andoP23 nodes 
have the same time costs. 
Then, the time cost of this parallel structure is equal to 
1 " 
TC"" CF + - * .LJ!J'f~n e (I)) + CJ 
n! bl 
(6) 
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Fig. 6. Parallel computation structure 2 
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J 
CI JJ + lic LJ, t+C2, t+C Ul, t) +C 3,) k.1 
Case 1: IockJ2p roct'I.ES Iock22 
Cl
,J + IJ:l (CLi d + C2,k+ CUl~ + 
mat {C31.l'J'j +1 (CLl,I+ C2,l+ CUl,i )} 
+ (CUI + C41 + CU21 )+ C51 if ij =1 
C1 ,j + .lJ:l (CLI ,t + C2,k+ CU/~ + 
mat (C3,.L~l +1 (CLlilt C2,k+ CUl,i )} 
+(C L21 + C4J+ CU2/ ) + 
(CL22 t C42+ CU2z ) +C 52 if iJ =2 & iF= 1 
Case 2: Iockn pItX:6ts Iockl2 
CI,/+ D=] (CLl Jk + C2,k+ CUI;i) + 
mat {C32.Lk:] +1 (CL1ik + C2,1+ CUla)} 
+ (CUz + C42 + CU2l )+ C52 If i, =2 
Cl ,J + lJJ (eLl ,k + C2,k+ CUl~ + 
mat {C3z. L~=j' +1 {CLJa+ C2,1+ CUi,d} 
+(C L22 + C42+ CU22 ) + 
{CL2} + C41+ CU2d +C 51 ifi, =1 & it = 2 
and (i J ' i2' ...• in) is the i'th pennutation of (1. 2, ... , n). 
Proof: Suppose that the n lock nodes obtain locks in the order (i 1 • i2 , ... , in ). 
Consider the following two cases. 
* 
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Case 1: The lock node lockij is in the path having one lock node. In this case, 
the way to estimate the time cost of this path is the same as that of equation (2). 
Since all the 0Pi] nodes have the same time costs and locka ,locki2 ' locki] 
'''., [ockij_] obtain locks before [ockij , the time cost of the parallel path 
containging loekij is: 
, 
CI 'I + L (CLl, k+C2 , k+ CUI I d + C3 1) tEl 
* Case 2: To estimate the time costs of the paths containing two lock nodes, we 
must consider two possible situations. 
1. Assume lock 12 obtains the lock first, i. w., lock 12 precedes loek2 2 
.Let ij = I, Ij' =2, then examine the first lock node, lockij , in path 1. Since all 
of the 0Pi] nodes have the same time costs and loeki] • locki2 . locki3 •... , 
[oekij_l obtain locks before loekij • the time cost of the path containing loek;j 
right after it releases the lock and right before reaches oP3 is: 
J 
CI'I+ L(CLl,k+C2,k+CUI,.)· 
tEl 
Before path 1 can obtain the second lock. it must wait for all other first 
locks to be released. so the time cost from oP3 to oP5 is: 
n 
max {C3 1• L (CLl jk+C2 1 k+ CUJ, k)} +(CL2/+C4/+ CU2,) + C5/ 
k":l+l 
The time cost of the path containing loeklj node is : 
J 
Cl 'J + L (CLl,.+C2, k+ CUI,.> + 
t-I 
" 
max {Cl}, L (CLI, k+C2, k+ CUI, i)l + (CL2 ,+C4 J+ CU2,) + C5 1 
k".l+1 
Therefore. the time cost of the path containing loekij node is : 
J 
Cl Ij + L (CLl a+C2 ,,:+ CUI I k) + 
t-I 
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• 
max {C3 1, L (CLl Ii +C2, ~ + CUI, k)} + (CL2 /+C4 j + CU2 / ) + (CL2 2+C4 2 + CU2 l ) + C5 2 
k9+ 1 
2. Assume lock22 obtains lock first, i.e., lock22 prccedes lock 12 with ij 
= 1 and ij' =2, then consider the first lock node tocklj' in path 2. Using steps 
similar to the previous situation, we derive the time cost of the path containing 
lockz} r node as: 
j' 
CI" + L (CLl, k+C2, k+ CUI, k)+ 
J k= 1 
n 
max {C3 j , L (CLl d +C2 d + CUI r k)} + (CL2 }+C4 /+ CU2 / ) + C5, 
X9+ 1 
Therefore, the time cost of the path containing lockz} node is : 
J' 
CI,,+ L(CLl/A+C2,I.+CUId)+ 
I k= 1 
max {C32> i (CLl, " +C2, I. + CUI, k)} + (CL2 2 +C4 2+ CU2 l ) + (CL2 j +C4 /+ CU2 1 ) + C5 J 
k =J''' J 
End of proof 0 
3.4. Parallel Computation Structure 3 
In Fig. 7, the thire parallel computation structure where there are m paths that 
contains two lock nodes is given. We assume that all of the oPzi nodes have the same 
time costs, all of the 0Pij nodes have the ~ame time costs for i= 1 to m, any two lock 
nodes are in conflict, and a lock node is independent of any lock node outside the parallel 
structure. For those paths containing one lock node, the time cost can be derived by 
using equation (2). For a path containing two lock nodes, since the second lock node 
must wait until all of the first lock nodes have releasesd the lock. before it can obtain 
The lock, the time cost of this path will contain the time costs of two lock nodes 
and the waiting time of the second lock. Based on our assumptions, we must consider 
all possible orders of the lock nodes. Once the order of the first Jock is fixed, the order of 
the second lock is fixed too. Therefore, we need to consider n ! permutation of the first 
lock nodes. This leads us to the third theorem. 
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Theorem 3: Suppose that we are given the parallel structure as shown in Fig. 7. 
Assume that all of the oPi I nodes have the same time costs and all of the 0Pi3 nodes 
have the same time costs for i=l to m. then, the time cost of this parallel structure is 
equal to: 
J .1 
TC = CF + , '" L I ~'k n e(i:\ + CJ 
n. lsi JI 
(7) 
. {CI ij+ r{= 1 (CLI ik+ C2 ik+ CUI l) +C3 j if i jonly contains roe lock} 
where e (lj) = 
gU j.a~ if ij only contains two lock, 1:S; 15: m 
j n 
and g (ij,au = Clij + L (CLlj,:+C2 ik +CUJ il )+max {e3a!. L (CLlik+C2ik+CUlidJ 
k=l k==f+! 
I 
+ L (CL2 ap + C4ap + CU2 Q{J ) +C5ai 
p = J 
with (i J • ;2' ... , in) is the i'th pennutation of (1,2, ... ,n) and (a" a2' ... , am) is the 
order ofthe second locks, and aJ = ~. 
Proof: Suppose the n 10ck nodes obtain locks in the order (i 1 • i2 ' ... , in ). 
Consider the following two cases. 
* Case 1: The lock node lockij is in the path having one 10ck node. 
Estimating the time cost of this path is the same as that of equation (2). Since all 
of theoPil nodes have the same time costs and llockj) , locki2 ' locki3 , ... , 
!ockij -J obtain locks before lockij • the time cost of the parallel path containing 
lockij is: 
j 
CI ij+ 2. (eLl ik+ C2 ik + CUI ik) +C3 ij' 
k"'l 
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+ 
Fig.7. Parallel computation structure 3 
* Case 2: The paths contain two lock nodes. Assume (aI, a2' ... , am) is the 
order of the second locks which is determined by the order of the first locks, i.e. 
(i 1 ' i2 , .. "' in)' and a I = if· Let I = 1. Consider the path containing the lock 
node lockij , and lockal . Since all the 0Pi 1 nodes have the same time costs 
and llockil ' locki2 , locki3 • ... , lockij -I obtain locks before lockij , the time 
cost of the path containing [ockij right after it releases the lock and reaches oP3 
is: 
f 
Cl ij+ L (eLl ik+ Cl ik + CUI i''')' 
k .. I 
Before this path can obtain the second lock, it must wait for all other frrst locks to 
be releases, so the time cost from oP3 to oPS is: 
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n 
max {C3 aJ . + L {CLl'k+ C2 It+ CU} It)} +(CL2 al+ C4 al + CU2 aJ) + 
k ~f+] 
The time cost of the path containing Jackal' nodes is: 
Cl ij+ t (CLl rk + C2 rk+ CUI rk) + 
L : J 
/I 
max {C3 aJ , I. (CLl,k+C2,k+CU1,k)) +(CL2al+C4al+CU2al)+C5al 
k =/+J 
= Cl ,)+ t (CLl rk + C2,k+ CUl rk ) + 
k " J 
/I J 
max {e3 a]. L (CLl'k+C2rk+CUJ'k)}+L (CL2ap+C4ap+CU2ap)+C5aJ 
*=/+1 p=J 
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Let I = m - 1. Then, the time cost of the parallel path containing lockij and 
lockam_1 wIll be: 
/ 
Cllj+ L (CLlrk+C2i/c+CUlik)+ 
ke I 
n m-1 
max {C3 aJ , L (CLI Ik+ C2 1k + CUi,d} + L. (CL2ap+ C4 ap + CU2ap) + C5 am .[ 
k=/+1 p=l 
Consider 1 = m, then for the parallel containing the lockij and lockam' since all 
of the oPiJ nodes have the same time costs and (locka}' locka2 . locka3'" .. , 
lockim _ 1 obtani locks before lockam , the time cost of the parallel path containing 
lockam is: 
/ 
CII} + L (CLI rk+ C2 rk + CUl rk) + 
k = I 
n m - I 
max {C3 a1 , L (CLl,k+ C2 rk + CUl,k)} + L (CL2 ap + C4 ap + CU2 ap )' 
k=/+1 p=l 
+ (CL2 am+ C4 am + CU2am) + C5am 
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f 
=Cl u+ L (CLl rk + C2,k+ CUI,d+ k = 1 
n m 
End of proof 0 
3.5. Parallel Computation Structure 4 
In Fig. 7, the fourth parallel computation structure where are m paths that contain 
two lock nodes is given. We assume that all of the 0Pu nodes have different time 
costs, all of the oPd nodes have the same costs for i=l to m, any two lock nodes are in 
conflict, and a lock is independent of any lock node outside the parallel structure. For 
those paths containing one lock node, the time cost can be derived by using equation 
(3). For a path containing two lock nodes, since the second lock node must wait for all 
of the first lock nodes to release the lock, before it can obtain the lock, the time cost of 
this path will contain the time costs of two lock nodes and the waiting time of the 
second lock. Based on our assumptions, there is only one possible order of the first lock 
nodes, namely, the second lock nodes obtain the locks in sequential order. This leads us 
to Theorem 4. 
Theorem 4: Suppose that we are given the parallel structure as shown in Fig. 
7. Such a parallel structure has all of the properties of the computation as given in 
Theorem 3. except that the time cost of all oPi 1 nodes are different. Without loss of 
generality, assume that CI I ,< ... < Cli < ... Cln , and (CI I + CLI I + C21 + 
CU 1 J + C 31 ) > C In' i e. lock 11 obtains the lock first, then llock2I , and so on 
and lock I 2 obtains the lock after lockn I have released the lock. 
Then. the time cost of this parallel structure i5. equal to: 
TC = CF + ":,fx e(i , j) + Cl 
where t(i, j) = 
eli + Ii =r (CLh + C2k + CUl k )+ e3, 
C1 i + Ii = J (eLh + e2k + CUh) + C3, 
+ C3 r + Ii = r (CL2k + C4k + CU2 d + C5J 
(8) 
if j contains one lock 
if j oontains two locks 
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Proof: Consider the following two cases. 
* Case 1: The lock node lockij is in the path having one lock node. Estimating 
thetime cost of this path is the same as th?.t of equation (2). So the time cost of 
the path containing one lock node is : 
J 
maxl;!;,;!;j {Cl i +L.(CLlk+C2k+CUld+C3j} k., 
* Case 2: For the path containing two lock nodes, the time cost for first lock is: 
) 
Cll + l..{CLl k+C2k+ CUl ,,) +C3j 
• k, 
The time cost for the second lock is: 
j 
C3 1 + L. (CL2 k+C4 k + CU2 t ) + C5 j k _I 
Overall, time cost of the path containing two lock nodes is: 
j' 
maxl5;,SJ {Cl j +L.(CLl k +C2 t +CUl k )+C3j k~f 
J 
+ e3 1 + I. (CL2 k +C4k + CU2 f ) + C5 j } k=l 
End of proof 0 
4. Example 
A example from [IO,pp.116-120] is selected to illustrated how the application of 
the proposed approach to derive the time cost of a parallel computation structure. This 
example is to find the city closest to Beaverton, Oregon by using Cartesian coordinates, 
and then printing out the name and distance of the city from Beaverton. One way to 
solve this problem is to have n processes performing the calculation at the same time, 
where each process computes the distance from one city to Beaverton. The general 
structure of the computation is illustrated in Fig. 8 and the computation of the i th 
process is shown in Fig. 9. 
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AU the operations in the computation are specified as follows. 
in it: sharcdist = 999999999,· 
caCdist: calculate the distance between two cities; 
lock}: read and write locks on short_dist; 
mod_dist: read the short_dist and modify the shan_dist; 
unlock]: read and write locks on short_dist; 
lock2: write lock on city name; 
mod_name: modify the city name; 
unlock2: write lock on city name; 
print: print out the nearest city name and the sOOrtest distance; 
Assume the time costs of start and end are zero, and the time costs of all the 
other nodes are as follows: 
init 
Fig.8: Computation structure for calculating the nearest city problem 
- - - C· . mlt 
fork - - - Cfork 
cal dist - - - c . 
- Cal 
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lockl - - - Ctockl 
mod_dist - - - Cmod 
unlock 1 Cunlock 1 
lock2 Clock2 
mod_name Cmod_name 
unlock2 - - - Cllnlock2 
JOin - - - CJoin 
print - - - Cprint 
Based on the Theorem 3, we can derive the time cost of this example as: 
I ~I 
T C = C III II + C fork + , * L.. 1 :!>j~ n eCi J) +C Jorn + C prlll1 n. raj 
Fig. 9. Computation structure of i'th process 
where 
eOJ ) = g (i, al) = C callI} + t (Clocklll+ CnW,.+ C,.,,/oell) + t; aJ 
• I 
L (Clockl .. + Cmodr.+ Cunlnckl) + L (C 1od:2.,+ C mnd_,."" .... + ClUlloCkl) t. .. ,.1 pal 
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and (i] , i2' ... , in) is the i 'th pennutation of 0,2, ...• n) and (a], a2' ... , am) is the 
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order of the second locks, and a J == it . In this example, since the second lock node 
must wait until all of the first lock nodes have been released the lock, before it can 
obtain the lock, the time cost of this example contains the costs of the two lock nodes 
and the waiting time of the second lock. 
S. Concluding Remarks 
For a parallel computation structure, it is difficult to measure the time cost, since 
communication occurs between operations in a parallel structure. In this paper, we 
assume that all communications are done via shared memory and our approach is based 
on the modified computation structure model with communication facilities [1}. A 
locking technique is used to manipulate the accesses to the shared data. Two new types 
of nodes. lock and unlock nodes, are added to the model to achieve locking. The time 
cost to the lock nodes is very difficult to analyze, because of the uncertainties that occur 
when more than one lock nodes in parallel require conflict locks on a shared item. 
Previous work has already derived the time costs of a set of special parallel computation 
structures [2,6]. In this paper, we expanded the investigation towards more general 
parallel computation structures. In cases of uncertainty we consider all possible 
oredering (scheduling) methods and evaluate the time cost of each case, then we take the 
average of these different results. However, it is possible to search for the best 
scheduling policy that reduces the execution time [10]. It is also possible to follow our 
approach for cases when the second communication node of a branch can compete with 
the first communication nodes of other branches. 
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